Modern languages have module mechanisms to support modular programming. For example, Java has classes and OCaml has modules. Modules promote loose coupling between different parts of the program, by hiding internal implementation details and by restricting access to internal mechanisms. They also support separate compilation, in which the program is composed of separately compiled components that are later linked together.

Module mechanisms complicate type checking because they introduce multiple namespaces that must be used at the right times to resolve names of variables, functions and types. Modules can also be parameterized on type variables, can introduce abstract type variables, and can be recursive. These features make type checking even trickier.

1 Symbol tables for modules

Modules define a set of named resources that can be used by other components of the program. The resources exported by the module are the module’s interface. Resources may include variables, constants, functions, and types. For each module used by the current code, the compiler needs an environment corresponding to its interface, in order to check uses of named resources and to generate code using them. These environments are essentially symbol tables.

When compiling a module, the compiler must also know about names that are defined internally to the module but are not accessible outside (e.g., Java’s “private” fields and methods). Therefore, within the module, we have an internal environment that is larger than the one that is exported. In many languages, such as OCaml or C, a module’s interface is declared separately from the implementation, and there are really two separate environments. The compiler must check these two environments to ensure they conform—they must agree on the type and kind of all names that appear in the interface.

Sometimes conformance is deferred until link- or run-time, as shown in Figure 1. In the figure, the file A.java, containing the classes A and B, is compiled against the interface of the class C. The interface of C is obtained automatically from the class file for C, where the compiler puts it. In other languages, the interface might be a separate ASCII source file.

During compilation, the compiler builds a top-level environment that maps globally visible names such as A, B, and C to compile-time representations of the corresponding classes. Typically these would be objects roughly corresponding to the class objects that the Java runtime system maintains; they would contain their own environments mapping names of class members to the corresponding types (and other information). For example, there is an A environment mapping the names x and f to representations of their types. Similarly, the B environment maps the name y to its type, which is C, for which there is an environment that can be used to resolve the type of an expression like y.g.

At run time, there is no guarantee that the actual C code implements the interface that was read at compile time. For type safety, a conformance check must be done. Therefore, the class file for class A contains type signatures for the parts of C that are used; these are checked when used to make sure they agree with the actual C class file that is loaded at run time.

2 Abstract types

Modules can hide types completely. For example, in OCaml we can write a module interface M that announces the existence of a type t without revealing what the type is:

```ocaml
module type M = sig
  type t
  val f : T -> T
end
```
Here is it necessary to introduce a binding in the environment for \( M \) that says \( \tau \) is a type without identifying which type it is.

Since the compiler doesn’t know which type \( \tau \) is, it doesn’t know how much storage is required to implement \( \tau \). Unless the linker can later patch the code using a \( \tau \), the compiler must generate code that works regardless of the size of \( \tau \). This is usually achieved by through an indirection, relying on the fact that pointers have the same size no matter what they point to. As far as client code is concerned, the type \( \tau \) is a word-sized pointer, and the client code doesn’t have to know how big the chunk of memory is that the pointer points to.

3 Representing types

In Figure 1, we might wonder why the B environment maps \( y \) to the C class object rather than to the abstract syntax tree node that was generated during parsing.

The strategy of using AST nodes to represent types is feasible, but has some gotchas. Consider the following Java-like example, in which we have nested classes:

```java
class A extends B {
    int x;
    D y;
    class C { int z; ... y.w ... }
}
class D { C w }
class C { Object z; }
```
The type of the term \( y.w \) is \( C \), but it is the top-level \( C \). However, the name \( C \) within the context where the term \( y.w \) occurs refers to the nested class \( C \). If we are not careful about how we represent and resolve types, the compiler will think that \( y.w.z \) is an \texttt{int} rather than an \texttt{Object}, allowing run-time type errors.

In general, the AST strategy for representing types makes it necessary to represent a type not as just an AST, but as a \textit{pair} of an AST plus the symbol table that should be used to resolve any identifiers that are found within the type. For example, we can represent the type of \( y.w \) as the type expression \( C \), plus the symbol table that was being used at the point where the term \( y.w \) occurred.

4 Handling recursion with multiple passes

Alternatively, we can try to resolve all type names as shown in Figure ??, to point directly to the type objects with environments that let the compiler look up names directly and efficiently. This creates challenges for dealing with recursive modules, because it suggests we may need to resolve class names to class objects before the class objects are created. For example, class \( A \) might refer to class \( B \), so while resolving type declarations in \( A \), there needs to already be some kind of class object for \( B \). And vice-versa.

To break the circularity, we can do type checking in multiple passes over the AST:

1. First pass: Create type objects. Find all classes that are referenced in the source code and create empty class objects for all classes. This handles recursion among types.

2. Second pass: Construct method signatures. Walk over all methods or functions and construct their types. This handles recursion among methods.

3. Third pass: Type-check the code, using the method signatures and type objects created in previous passes.

5 Visitors
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Traversing the AST

Semantic analysis is a traversal of AST

• Technique used in lecture: recursion

• Object-oriented style

```java
class Add extends Expr {
    Type typeCheck(SymTab s) {
        Type t1 = e1.typeCheck(s),
        t2 = e2.typeCheck(s);,
        Type tt = et.typeCheck(s),
        Type t = t1 == Int && t2 == Int ? Int : throw new TypeCheckError("+");
    }
}
```
Now, code for a given node spread all over!

(How it would look in a functional language)

```java
return s.lookup(id.name)!
    id = (Id)n;
else if (n instanceof Id) {
    return s.lookup(id.name);
} else if (n instanceof Add) {
    Add a = (Add)n;
    Type t1 = typeCheck(a.e1, s),
    t2 = typeCheck(a.e2, s);
    if (t1 == Int && t2 == Int) return Int;
    else throw new TypeCheckError("+");

Can write each traversal in a single method.

Separating Syntax, Impl.
Constant Folding

- AST traverses (and modifies) AST
  - AST-level optimization: replaces constant expressions with
- Traverses (and modifies) AST
  - Constants they would compute
Redundancy

There will be several more compiler phases

Object-oriented style: each phase is a method

Weakness 1: code for each phase spread

Weakness 2: traversal logic replicated

in AST node objects

• Translation to intermediate code
• Optimization
• Constant folding

• Like typecheck and fold constants
Modularity Conflict

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>phases (rows or columns)</th>
<th>node types</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>typeCheck</td>
<td>Id</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foldConst</td>
<td>Num</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>codeGen</td>
<td>Add</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No good answer!
Which is better?

- Neither completely satisfactory
- Both involve repetitive code
- Modularity by operations (columns): lots of boilerplate code
- Modularity by traversals: share basic traversal code—
- Modularity by objects (rows): different

```java
else {
   else if (n instanceof Add)  { Add a = (Add) n; …}
   else if (n instanceof Id)  { Id x = (Id) n; …}
   ...  
}
```

Which is better?
Idea: avoid repetition by providing one set of standard traversal code.

Visitors

Visitor invoked at every step of traversal to allow it to do phase-specific work.

Knowledge of particular phase embedded in visitor object.

Standard traversal code is done by object visitor object.

Standard traversal code, reused by every phase.
Visitor pattern

class Node {
    void accept(Visitor v);
}
class FooNode extends Node {
    void accept(Visitor v) {
        invoke accept(c) for every child c
        v.visitFoo(this);
    }
}
class Visitor {
    void acceptFoo(Foo n) {
    }
    void acceptBar(Bar n) {
        ...
    }
}
class XVisitor extends Visitor {
    void acceptFoo(Foo n) {
        do whatever work the pass X should do on Foo.
    }
}
Polyglot Visitors

- Allow rewriting AST lazily in functional style
- Class `Node` is superclass for all AST nodes
- NodeVisitor is superclass for all visitor classes (one visitor class per phase)
- Allow rewriting AST lazily in functional style

```java
abstract class Node {
    public final Node visit(NodeVisitor v) {
        Node n = v.override(this);
        if (n != null) return n;
        NodeVisitor v_ = v.enter(this);
        n = visitChildren(v_);
        return v.leave(this, n, v_);
    }
    abstract Node visitChildren(NodeVisitor v);
}
```
Folding constants with visitors

```java
public class ConstantFolder extends NodeVisitor {
    public Node leave(Node old, Node n, NodeVisitor v) {
        return n.foldConstants();
        // note: all children of n already folded
    }
}

class Node {
    Node foldConstants() { return this; }
}

class BinaryExpression {
    Node foldConstants() {
        switch (op) {
            // ... codes
        }
    }
}

class UnaryExpression {
    Node foldConstants() {
        switch (op) {
            // ... codes
        }
    }
}
```

```java
public class ConstantFolder extends NodeVisitor {
    public Node leave(Node old, Node n, NodeVisitor v) {
        return n.foldConstants();
        // note: all children of n already folded
        return n.foldConstants();
    }
}
```

Folding constants with visitors
Summary

• Semantic analysis: traversal of AST
• Symbol tables needed to provide context during traversal
• Symbolic analysis: traversal of AST

• Visitor pattern avoids repetitive code

• Traversals can be modularized differently

• Read Appel, Ch. 4 & 5

• See also: Design Patterns (The "Gang of Four" book)
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